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ORIGINSOF IGNEOUSROCKS.By Paul C. Hess.Harvard modynamic properties of melts, and hence, phase equiUniversity Press,Cambridge,Massachusetts,
1989. 336 p. hbria (for instance. the Carmichael and Burnham-Nek$65'00hardback'
vasil ichools;. There is a generallack of interest in
Books on igneous petrogenesishave been rare in the intensive variables throughout the book, and little attenlast two decades(it's been 15 years since Carmichael, tion is paid to the details of how the HrO content of a
Turner, and Verhoogen!)and so it was with great antici- melt can be estimated or calculated and how the HrO
pation that I awaited receipt ofthis book. On reading it content changes details of crystallization and physical
from cover to cover, I have not been disappointed, but 1 properties of magmas.Perhapsthe reason for this omission is that "granitic" petrogenesisis barely covered. For
have been surprised.
The first question a reviewer has is: What is the pur- instance, S-type granites are lumped under "Anorogenic
pose of this book and at whom is it aimed? In the Intro- Granites and Rhyolites." The other noticeable omission
duction, Hess statesdefinitely that this is a book about is in the referencelist; neither Wayne Burnham nor Mike
igneouspetrogenesisrather than petrography or field pe- O'Hara are referencedalthough their fundamental contrology. But is it intended for an undergraduatepetrology tributions form the basis ofmany ofthe hypothesesdisclass,a graduate level advanced petrology class,a grad- cussed.
Those omissionsare not an overriding reasonfor shunuate seminar in igneous petrogenesis,or a professional
referencebook? The author keepsus in the dark on this ning this book. This would be a really excellentbook for
one, but my vote is for a graduate course in advanced a graduate-levelclass on igneous petrogenesis.It would
also be a useful referencebook for anyonewanting a good
igneouspetrology or igneouspetrogenesis.
The book is divided into two sections;the first provides summary of most of the current thinking on many of the
background information by covering principles ofphase rock types covered; however, the book does not provide
equilibria, magmatic processes,trace and isotope geo- an exhaustive current literature survey. The hardback
chemistry, properties and structure of silicate melts, the book is well designedand large and even at $65 is a good
petrology and geochemistry of the Earth's mantle, and value.
the definition of primary magmas and how to identify
John R' Holloway
them. This section is covered in about one-third of the
Arizona state university
book. The remainder of the book is divided into chapters
that cover igneousrocks found in specifictectonic settings
or specificrock types.Theserangefrom broad groups like
"Intraplate Volcanism" to restricted rock types such as CLASSICALMARBLE:GEOCHEMISTRY,TECHNOLOGY,
TRADE. Editedby NormanHerz and Marc waelkens-Klu"Anorthosites." There is a strong emphasis on mantle..Lunar
wer AcademicPublishers,
Dordrecht/Boston/London,
1988.
petrology."
derived rocks and a final chapteron
pages'$124'00'
482
In the introduction, Hessstatesthat "Modern ign;;rt
petrology and tracelisotope geochemistrycan no longer
This book is a compilation of 49 papersthat were prebe separatedisciplines but must be closely integrated." sented at a NATO Advanced ResearchWorkshop held
He does an exceptionallygood job of doing just that in at Il Ciocco,Italy, May 9-13, 1988.Here an international
every one of the chaptersin the secondhalf of the book. and interdisciplinary group ofgeologists,geochemists,arIn those chapters he begins with a very good, detailed chaeologists,architects, and art historians were assempresentation of the known petrologic, geochemical,and bled to discussthe provenance,quarrying, transport, and
geologic data available on a given rock type. He then use of marble by the ancient Mediterranean civilizations.
presentsmultiple working hypothesesfor the origin, and I find that this series of papers presents a fascinating
often finishes with a choice of preferred hypotheses.The merger of two cultures-the culture of the technologist
approach used in these chapters is excellent, and Hess representedby the geoscientistsand the culture of the
managesto convey a real enthusiasm for the surprises classicistrepresentedby the historians, architects,and arand enigmasfound in the study of igneousrocks.
chaeologists.We have geoscientistsquoting ancient hisThe reason I was surprised by this book is that Paul tory when describingthe geologyof marble deposits and
Hess is one of the pioneers in unraveling the structure classicistsalluding to carbon and oxygen isotopes and
and thermodynamics of silicate melts, and so I thought trace-elementdistribution when discussingthe possible
his book would emphasizethe theoretical aspectsof mag- sourcesof Roman and Greek statuary.
mas and give short shrift to descriptive petrography and
The chaptersin this book are divided into ten sections:
geochemistry.If anything, the opposite is true! The chap- (l) introductory material, (2) quarriesand quarrying techter on "The Nature of Silicate Melts" is brief and does nology, (3) marble dressing,(4) trade and archaeological
not discussany of the current models for calculatingther- use of marble, (5-8) determination of marble provenance
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by petrological and chemical analysis, trace-element
analysis, stable-isotopeanalysis, xeroradiography,rsn
spectroscopy,X-ray powder diffractometry, and pore-size
distribution, (9) provenancedetermination applied to ancient artifacts,and (10) decayand conservation.Co-editor Norman Herz, a geologist from the University of
Georgia,U.S.A., and one of the pioneersin applyinggeologic conceptsto archaeologicalproblems, beginsthe volume with a geologicalsurvey of the marble resourceregions of Greece and Turkey. Marc Waelkens, the other
co-editor and an archaeologistfrom the Catholic University of Leuven, Belgium, continues with a very interesting discussionof the quarries and marble trade in antiquity this chapter is an introduction to the following
seriesof papers,which give details on marble extraction
techniques,identification of tool marks, methods of marble transport, quarrying technologies,and descriptionsof
severalancient quarries located in Greece,Italy, Turkey,
Egypt, and Sardinia. The next fifteen chapters, which
presentspecificgeochemicaland petrologic techniquesfor
determining the possible sourcesof the classicalmarble
(the provenance),are ofthe most interest to the geoscientist. As a result of the seminal work of Harmon and Valerie Craig in 1972,the useof stable-isotoperatios of car-

bon and oxygen became very important in determining
the provenance of the ancient marbles. There are five
paperson this subject.In addition, three paperson provenance studies utilizing trace-elementanalysis and seven
more involving other analytical methods are presented.
For example,the use of isotopeand trace-elementtechniques show that marbles from quarries on the adjacent
Greek isles of Naxos and Paros have distinctly different
isotope and trace-elementcharacteristics.Thus, by using
the various analytical methods describedin this volume
and the historical record, the source localities of such
important artifacts as the Antonia Minor portrait (Fogg
Museum, Harvard University) and Livia portrait (Ny
CarsbergGlyptotek Museum, Copenhagen)were determined.
I found the readingofthis seriesofpapers on classical
marble to be a most rewarding experience.For those who
wish to combine a journey into classicalscholarshipwith
geologicalscienceI highly recommend this work.

Malcolm Ross
U.S. GeologicalSurvey
Reston, Virginia

